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TWO TYPES OF ANAVA
Translator’s Introduction
In this essay, Rav Shagar addresses what he calls “the paradox of humility,” a set of challenges
that seem to reduce anava to hypocrisy or ignorance. Rav Shagar seeks to resolve this paradox by
interpreting and elaborating the writings of Rabbenu Bahya and Rambam on the trait of anava.
In Rav Shagar’s understanding, for both of these great Rishonim, anava proceeds from a truthful
assessment of man’s insignificance before the Creator—an insignificance that would seem to invite
pessimism but, in fact, can be liberating and even a necessary stage on the path to love of God.
Though it begins as an inquiry into a problematic aspect of character development and a close reading of medieval ethical works, it turns to themes that recur within Rav Shagar’s writings, specifically
the risk of self-delusion, the ever-present shadow of pessimism, and the human capacity to proceed
from multiple, contradictory premises simultaneously.
The term “anava” is generally translated as “humility”; an “anav” is a humble person.
“Shiflut” and “shefal ru’ah” can be defined as lowliness of spirit, meekness, self-abasement, etc.
However, since the purpose of this article is to arrive at a more precise characterization of these
related virtues, we have generally chosen to transliterate them so as not to signify its meaning
prematurely. This applies even to Hebrew translations of texts that were originally composed in
other languages—Arabic in the case of Rambam’s Commentary on the Mishna and Bahya’s writings, and Greek in the case of Aristotle’s writings—as ultimately this essay represents Rav
Shagar’s interpretation of these translations and understanding of the concept of anava. The
reader will forgive the gendered language, which reflects the original Hebrew text and the classical sources on which it draws. There is nothing in Rav Shagar’s teaching to assume he saw the
quest for anava as limited to one gender.
This essay was first published in Hebrew as: R. Shimon Gershon Rosenberg (Rav Shagar),
“Al Shnei Tipusim shel Anava (Be-Mishnat Rabbenu Bahya ve-HaRambam),” in Uri Firer, ed.,
Le-Hatot Levaveinu Elav – Al Mekomo shel ha-Lev be-Avodat Hashem: Sefer Zikaron Le-Yonatan
Munk z”l (Jerusalem, 2005), 154-167. Translations of passages from Hovot ha-Levavot are
from: Bahya ben Joseph ibn Pakuda, The Book of Direction to the Duties of the Heart, translated
by Menahem Mansoor (Routledge, 1973). All references to “Duties” are to this edition.
Where possible, translations of Rambam are from: A Maimonides Reader, edited by Isadore
Twersky (Behrman House, 1972), with minor alterations. References to “Twersky” are to
this edition. Notes in square brackets were added by the translator. We extend our thanks to
Machon Kitvei HaRav Shagar (www.shagar.co.il) for enabling the translation and publication
of this essay.
— Elli Fischer
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Rav Shagar
The Problem of Anava

N

umerous adages by the Sages extol the virtue of anava, its great
value, and its importance in worshipping God. Pride and arrogance are considered abominable, while anava and lowliness
of spirit (shiflut) are equated with sacrificial worship.1 According to
R. Yehoshua ben Levi, anava exceeds piety, sanctity, fear of sin, and
communion with the divine inspiration in importance.2
Yet when we consider anava more deeply and attempt to comprehend and account for its underlying personality traits, emotions, and
attitudes, we recognize that it is not at all a simple matter. What is the
virtue of anava? Who is an anav? How does he structure his personality?
How does he live?
At first glance, it is apparent that the figure of the true anav represents
the diametric opposite of contemporary approaches to mental health.
The latter teaches that a mentally healthy individual has a balanced sense
of self-esteem, which gives him confidence in his personality and stature.
The anav, in contrast, is convinced that he is the lowliest of all creatures, prepared to submit before all people, and constantly reminding
himself that nothing is smaller than him. In this view, anava leads a
person to a lack of self-confidence, feelings of inferiority, and poor selfesteem. Some will argue in its defense that anava does not refer to a
sense of extreme shiflut, rather to one’s lack of awareness of his own
true greatness and stature. But this does not solve the problem: Should
we view obliviousness as an ideal? Is it something we should cultivate
and aspire to?
The problem of the anav extends to his relations with those around
him. Must he belittle himself before everyone else? Must he entirely relinquish all self-respect? Must he really and truly believe that he is the lowest
of all human beings? If yes, then we have a paradox, expressed as follows
by R. Barukh of Kossov (d. 1782):
What is the notion of anava? What is its essence? Take your pick: If he is
a refined person who is fully aware of his refinement and his superiority
over others, but nevertheless belittles himself and silently accepts scorn
and derision, then he is nothing but a hypocrite. After all, he really thinks
that he has greater refinement than other people and values his refinement.
Thus, inside, in his thoughts, he is arrogant… but if he is not cognizant
of his greater refinement than other people and is truly an anav—then he
1
2

Sota 4b-5a.
Avoda Zara 20a.
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is a fool who does not recognize his own greatness. Moreover, if he is
oblivious to his greatness, so what if he is humble?3

The question posed by R. Barukh is known as “the paradox of humility.”
As explained, anava primarily entails belittling oneself and not looking
down on others. It would seem that not looking down on others is only
meaningful if one is in fact superior; after all, if one has nothing to be
proud of, where is the virtue in his lack of pride? In addition to transforming anava into the privilege of a select few, it also raises the question of
why an anav, if he is indeed greater than others, must deny his worth? As
R. Barukh put it, an anav who really believes himself superior to others
but pretends to be inferior is nothing but a hypocrite. Yet if he is oblivious
to his greatness and therefore does not look down on others, then he is a
fool; moreover, his humility is meaningless since he is merely acting in
accordance with what he believes to be his station.
An even more profound difficulty lurks beneath the logical paradox:
Must an anav truly believe that he is the lowest and most despicable of
all people? Does anava really entail ignoring differences between people? Denying reality? Did Moses, the supreme anav, view himself as
being insignificant? Was he not aware of his manifold qualities – including
his humility? Either way, the figure that emerges is problematic and
contradictory.4
In the conventional view, an anav is a submissive person who belittles
himself before everyone. However, there are other conceptions of anava,
and even the apparently simplistic view of anava may have more depth
than meets the eye. This essay presents two conceptions of the virtue of
anava: that of R. Bahya ibn Pakuda, and that of Rambam. We will attempt
to discern how each of them understood the concept of anava, portrayed
the ideal human being accordingly, and considered how anava shapes his
personality and spiritual life.
Anava in R. Bahya’s Duties of the Heart
R. Bahya ibn Pakuda’s Hovot ha-Levavot (Duties of the Heart) deals with
man’s spiritual, intellectual, and emotional obligations, as distinct from
3

Amud ha-Avoda, Derush ha-Anava, 173b.
In this context it is worth relating the story of a veteran student at the yeshiva in
Novardhok, who was swaying in prayer and muttering “I am nothing; I am gornisht; I
am low and despicable.” Suddenly, he noticed that he was being imitated by a student
who had just arrived at the yeshiva. He said to himself: “This fellow just arrived, and
he already thinks he’s gornisht?”
4
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his obligations in performative mitzvot. One after another, R. Bahya
describes a series of stages, or “gates,” that one must pass through until
he has perfected his character and can worship God wholeheartedly.
The first stage consists of recognizing the one true God and understanding the implications of His singularity, and the final stage is utter
love for God. The sixth stage in R. Bahya’s progression is the gate of
anava, or the gate of submission (keni’ah) before God.5 No other
character trait has its own gate in R. Bahya’s scheme; why does anava?
Undoubtedly, R. Bahya views anava as a vital, indispensable part of
the saintly individual’s advancement toward the actualization of his
communion with God through love. Without anava, such communion is
impossible.
R. Bahya describes the nature of anava (or keni’ah as R. Bahya prefers
to call it) in the first chapter of the Gate of Humility:
What is humility? It is the meekness [shiflut] of the soul, its submissiveness and little esteem for itself. It is a trait of the soul which, when
established, shows its effects on the members as well, in soft words
and a low voice, for instance, in restraint in times of anger, and in control
of power when one possesses it.6

Humility is thus a sense of shiflut and lack of self-esteem, expressed in
humble and self-effacing behavior. As R. Bahya writes further on, humility is, first and foremost, manifest in one’s relationship with God, yet it
also impacts a person’s relationship with himself and others. The sense
of shiflut is the cornerstone of all worship of God and all spiritual development. As R. Bahya writes: “a man cannot worship God unless he
takes upon himself all the attributes of obedience to Him: humility and
submission to Him, self-degradation before Him, and the casting off of
all the attributes of mastery.”7 According to R. Bahya, a prideful person
cannot become close to God; only someone who recognizes his shiflut
can serve God.
How are we to understand this? How can one cultivate a sense of
shiflut? And shiflut before whom? R. Bahya explains that the sense of shiflut is the direct result of man’s true place in the world. Man is but a speck
of dust, an insignificant nothing. Even the greatest of men is formed of
5

[As noted in the translator’s introduction, R. Bahya composed Hovot ha-Levavot
in Arabic, and thus the choice of the word keni’ah was not his. In any case, Rav Shagar
treats keni’ah (as described in Hovot ha-Levavot) and anava as synonyms.]
6
[Duties, 305.]
7
Gate of Humility, ch. 8 [Duties, 322].
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the earth, subject to the vicissitudes of time, and at the mercy of fate. A
person who meditates upon his status in the world, who takes a disillusioned view of himself, will certainly be humbled. Humility is thus the
authentic human state.
According to R. Bahya, one must constantly contemplate several
things:
The root of man’s existence and his beginnings is in semen and blood,
after corruption has entered into them and they emit an evil stench.
He is nourished by unclean blood as long as he is in his mother’s womb,
and then he emerges weak and infirm in body and members. Later
he grows by stages until he reaches maturity, growing older and older
until he reaches the end of his days. A sage once said concerning this,
“I wonder how any person who has passed twice through the course of
the urinary tract, can be haughty and magnify himself.” Indeed, thinking of this matter and others like it pertaining to man’s lot compels us
to be humble…
When a man reflects on the end of his days, and the speed with which
death comes, when all his hopes and wishes will cease and all his possessions will be abandoned… when he imagines his condition in the grave,
his face dead of light, his body blackened and full of worms, its stench
and putrefaction… when a man meditates upon this and matters like this,
he humbles and degrades himself. He is no longer proud or arrogant and
not a trace of loftiness is left in him.8

In light of all this, man must focus on God’s greatness and infinity, the
many kindnesses that He has showered on man, and, in contrast, man’s
insignificance. The moment he contemplates all of this and understands
his true station, he will be overcome with feelings of shiflut and submission before the greatness of God.
The picture that emerges from this seems pessimistic and despairing:
man is an insignificant and despicable creature, “a worm, not a man.” He
is powerless against an indifferent fate; his body deteriorates, and death
and decay await him at the end of his journey. He will always remain a
sinner before God. He could never have existed but for the grace of God,
to Whom he is thus forever indebted. Man must constantly remind himself of this. He must never consider himself important. He must never
forget his own insignificance or the grave that awaits him.
8

Gate of Humility, ch. 5 [Duties, 311-312].
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At first glance, the anav’s world is a dismal, forlorn, and depressing
place, but actually this turns out, surprisingly, not to be the case. R. Bahya’s
anav is not hopeless nor frightened; on the contrary, he is content,
exudes confidence, and possesses a tranquil spirit and love for all creatures. Chapter 10 of the Gate of Humility lists the benefits of humility:
not only closeness to God and enhanced spirituality, but also joy, alacrity,
tolerance, and love of mankind.
How can a sense of shiflut and an awareness of death bring man to
serenity and even happiness?
In order to answer this, we must first understand pride and its significance. According to R. Bahya, hubris is a sense of mastery, the feeling of
being lord and master, of standing alone by one’s own power, of selfreliance to the exclusion of any other dependency. He knows that he must
become a master, a man of importance, on his own. He must constantly
advance his status and add accomplishments; after all, his entire selfimage is based on them. His ego is his most treasured possession, and he
therefore protects it from any harm.
Yet cracks in this façade of independence are easily revealed. One can
only feel important if he ignores his physical limitations and powerlessness in the face of life’s travails. He must incessantly struggle against any
perceived attack or threat to his stature. The familiar expression “it’s a
dog-eat-dog world” is no mere sociological or psychological observation,
but an existential determinant according to which man defines himself in
relation to others, who he perforce views as competitors. He cannot allow
himself, even for a second, to think of his approaching death, of a world
without him, since such thoughts would distract him from his rush to
achieve and attain. He must not acknowledge his flaws and inabilities,
even to himself. He spends his whole life locked in a merciless struggle
against all others and in constant fear that his self-image will collapse. No
matter what, he must live a lie and deny his limitations. He must spend
his life trying to construct the façade of self-delusion, but it will collapse,
over and over again, leaving him powerless against the incomprehensibility of his existence and the fragility of his ego.
To this R. Bahya offers a simple solution: Man must recognize his
limitations. He must submit to God and place himself at His mercy without regret or second thought. He must recognize God’s absolute infinitude and his own insignificance. He must rely on God completely, without
hesitation. He must believe in God’s kindness and put his complete trust
in it. He must accept existence despite its incomprehensibility and accept
himself despite his shortcomings.
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This is how he will attain freedom; it is the only way for him to emancipate himself from struggling with his ego and from existential angst. It
will absolve him of the need to justify his existence or compete against
others. He will know that he has nothing of his own, and thus place himself in God’s hands. He will recognize that God’s love is given to him
freely, even if he has not earned it, and he may therefore rely on it without
fear that his actions will cause God’s love to be withdrawn.
Death, normally perceived as something depressing and threatening,
can also be liberating and cathartic. Next to death, self-image problems
seem trivial and the struggles of the ego appear insignificant. Consciousness of one’s end makes life temporary—a temporariness that actually
gives his existence a certain firmness. One who contemplates death with
his eyes wide open wins his freedom, for only one who has let go can really be free. In truth, he has not really let go of anything, since one cannot
let go of what he never really had.
The virtue of humility impacts all of a person’s actions as well as his
relationships with others. R. Bahya lists several characteristic features of
the anav’s behavior:
Patience with hateful words and actions, and forbearance… doing good
for others and speaking well of them, pardoning their faults and never
slandering or defaming them, and overlooking their slander and
defamation….9
The humble man is more favored by people and more loved by them, and
it is easier for him to associate with them and conform to their habits.10

The humble man does not compete or struggle against anyone, and he
therefore exudes kindness. He is able to love everyone because nobody
can intimidate one who is standing in God’s presence. He does not impute any significance to material objects, and he can accept his suffering
with love. He is happy with his lot—whatever it may be—and trusts God
without qualms. R. Bahya distinguishes between flattery and submissiveness toward all other people—a despicable trait characteristic of animals—
and submissiveness before God, which is the greatest virtue. In contrast
to one whose sense of shiflut vis-à-vis others breeds rage and envy, one
who senses his own insignificance compared to the Infinite is filled with
happiness; he has been emancipated from anxiety and struggle, and he
can take refuge in God’s shadow.
9
10

Gate of Humility, ch. 6 [Duties, 315].
Gate of Humility, ch. 10 [Duties, 325].
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Humility, according to R. Bahya, is not merely a moral virtue, but a
profound religious gesture. A humble person surrenders to God unconditionally. He utterly relinquishes himself, and thereby obtains his worth.
Many psychologists criticize the conception of religiosity in which
man must belittle himself before the great and mighty God. Some even
view it as a type of mental illness, the infantile act of one who refuses to
take responsibility for his own life and who instead depends on an allpowerful father figure. R. Bahya, in contrast, teaches that not only is this
conception not symptomatic of illness, it is actually the only way to acquire the courage that will enable him to act freely. Only one who surrenders to God can emancipate himself from his psychological complexes
and misgivings. Only he can attain serenity, confidence, and happiness.
The paradox of anava is thus resolved: anava is not a self-conscious
act of choosing to be humble, but the collapse of a finite being’s selfconsciousness as he stands before the Infinite and recognizes his own irrelevance. Giving something up would indeed result in the paradoxes
described above, but the anav actually gives up nothing; he has nothing
to renounce. Yet this gesture does not cause him to simply dissipate, since
God restores his value in return.
The initial paradox is resolved with its reverse: one who renounces his
ego receives, in turn, a deeper and liberated self from God. Man’s true
enslavement is to his ego, his obsessive need to justify his existence.
For R. Bahya, anava is the flip side of faithful trust in the Almighty.
Both of these dispositions are generated by the unbridgeable chasm that
separates the divine infinite from finite, insignificant humanity. This chasm
is actually the key to R. Bahya’s entire system: the deeper the chasm, and
the more man acknowledges the insignificance of his ephemeral existence,
the more he will receive existence from the Infinite, an act of kindness
that fills him with joy and gratitude. Simply stated, one who feels undeserving will be happy with whatever he is given—compared to zero, every
number is infinite—whereas a proud individual, who places himself at the
center of existence, shows contempt for and deems worthless everything
he is given. One who relies on himself cannot put his trust in God, but
the anav, who senses his own cosmic impotence, is capable of true faith
in the Almighty—a faith that stems from complete trust in God’s mercy
and benevolence.
Rambam’s Approach to Anava
At the beginning of his Hilkhot De’ot as well as in his introduction to Avot
in his Commentary on the Mishna, Rambam describes the proper way for
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man to conduct himself and refine his character. According to Rambam,
the middle path represents the ideal to which all character development
strives. The ideal person’s inclinations are all balanced; he has no overwhelming urges and no extreme character traits. All of his behaviors are
level-headed and moderate. As he writes in Hilkhot De’ot:
The right way is the mean in each group of dispositions common to humanity; namely, that disposition which is equally distant from the two
extremes in its class, not being nearer to the one than to the other….
That is the way of the wise. Whoever observes in his dispositions the
mean is termed wise [hakham].11

Extremism thus seems to be a bad trait in and of itself: a wise person must
distance himself from extremism as such, since it is an impediment to
wisdom. However, in the very next paragraph, Rambam discusses the
trait of arrogance and presents an additional and different ideal—that
of the saint (hasid):
Whoever is particularly scrupulous and deviates somewhat from the exact
mean in disposition, in one direction or the other, is called a saint (hasid). For
example, if one avoids haughtiness to the utmost extent and is low of spirit
[shefal ru’ah]—he is termed a saint, and this is the standard of saintliness. If
one only departs from haughtiness as far as the mean, and is humble [anav]—
he is called wise, and this is the standard of wisdom…. This was supererogation. We are bidden to walk in the middle paths which are the right and
proper ways, as it is said, “and you shall walk in His ways” (Deut. 28:9).12

This perspective requires man to walk the middle path and conduct himself
with anava, but the hasid deviates from this mean toward extreme shiflut.
Though his path is praiseworthy, it is not required of everyone. As opposed
to the first paragraph, here Rambam does not present the middle path as
an ideal, rather as a bare minimum that it is praiseworthy to exceed. This
apparent contradiction is sharpened further by what Rambam writes in
the subsequent chapter:
There are some dispositions in regard to which it is forbidden merely to
keep to the middle path. They must be shunned to the extreme. Such a
disposition is pride. The right way in this regard is not to be merely meek
[anav], but to be humble-minded [shefal ru’ah] and lowly of spirit to the
utmost. And therefore it was said of Moses that he was “exceedingly
11
12

Hilkhot De’ot 1:4 [Twersky, 52].
De’ot 1:5 [Twersky, 52-53].
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meek” (“anav me’od”; Num. 12:3)—not merely that he was “meek.”
Hence our sages exhorted us: “Be exceedingly, exceedingly lowly of
spirit” (“shefal ru’ah”; Avot 4:4)…. Anger, too, is an exceedingly bad
passion, and one should avoid it to the last extreme. One should train
oneself not to be angry even for something that would justify anger… .
The practice of the righteous is to suffer [insulting treatment] and not
inflict it; to hear themselves reproached, not retort; to be impelled in
what they do by love, and to rejoice in suffering.13

It emerges from this paragraph that when it comes to anger or pride, the
middle path is not merely less than ideal – it is illegitimate! In contrast to
Rambam’s explicit mention of anava, in the previous chapter, among the
dispositions for which the mean is desirable, here he states that with regard to pride, the middle path is insufficient; one must suffer insults and
act in a saintly manner. Anger is like pride since one who forgoes his own
honor will not get angry and will accept any insult with love.
In his Commentary on the Mishna, Rambam describes a paragon
of saintliness who is never moved to anger and to whom honor is
worthless:
I have seen in a certain book on character dispositions that one of the
saints was asked: “What was the happiest day of your life?” He replied:
“One day that I was traveling on a ship. My place on it was the lowest of
all places, and I was wearing tattered clothes. There were merchants and
wealthy men on the ship. I was lying in my place and one of the ship’s
passengers got up to urinate. I was insignificant and contemptible in his
eyes, for to him I was very low, to the point that he exposed his nakedness
and urinated on me. I was astonished at his brazenness. But, by God, I
was not pained by his actions and my power was not stirred. I was overjoyed that I had reached the point where I would not be pained by the
contempt of that unrefined person, and my passions would not be stirred
up against him.” No doubt, this is the shiflut of the spirit that is furthest
from pride.14

Such a description is apropos of R. Bahya but unexpected within the writings of Rambam. This seems very far from the ideal of the wise and
13

De’ot 2:3 [Twersky 54-55].
Commentary on the Mishna, Avot 4:4. [Raymond L. Weiss, Maimonides’ Ethics (University of Chicago Press, 1991), 40 and n. 8, identifies the source of this tale
as Al-Hujwiri’s 11th century Persian treatise on Sufism, Kashf al-Mahjub [Unveiling
the Hidden], although apparently Rambam elaborates somewhat upon the story as it
has been transmitted in that text.]
14
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temperate person who walks the middle path. The problem that emerges
from Rambam’s various statements is twofold: first, why distinguish pride
and anger – about which one must tend toward the extremes – from all
other traits, for which one must walk the middle path? Second, with regard to pride itself, why does Rambam present shiflut as being beyond the
strict requirement in chapter 1 of Hilkhot De’ot but then imply in chapter
2 that it is obligatory? In addition to these questions, there is an even
more fundamental one: who really represents the ideal servant of God? Is
it the temperate scholar whose sense of self-worth is perfectly calibrated
to the truth, or is it the ecstatic saint who degrades himself and basks in
his own shiflut?
Many commentators have addressed these questions and offered a
variety of answers,15 and I will offer another solution, but not before taking a deeper look at the ideal of the hakham, which Rambam describes in
the introduction to his commentary on Avot and at the beginning of
Hilkhot De’ot.
In espousing the middle path as the ideal disposition and viewing
character refinement as a prerequisite for attaining wisdom, Rambam interprets the Sages in terms of Aristotle’s ethical treatises. The complete
man is one whose mental faculties are balanced and whose dispositions
are in harmony. Such a person will always shun extreme and exaggerated
tendencies and choose the middle path. He knows his worth and will
neither debase himself nor demand more honor than he deserves.
In his system of ethics, Aristotle discusses the ideal of the magnanimous person who surpasses others in terms of ability and character. Such
a person will undoubtedly and justifiably win the respect of those around
him. He will demand only the honor that he deserves. As Aristotle writes:
“And even apart from argument it is with honor that proud [i.e., great-souled]
men appear to be concerned; for it is honor that they chiefly claim, but in
accordance with their deserts.”16
For Aristotle, honor per se is not a bad thing; it is only considered
negative in excess and out of proportion with the person’s true stature. A
vain and boastful man is offensive because he demands what he does not
deserve; the magnanimous person, however, knows his worth and acts
accordingly. Just as Aristotle denigrates the vain man, so he criticizes the
unduly meek man: “to endure being insulted and put up with insult to
one’s friends is slavish.”17
15
16
17

See, for example, Lehem Mishneh and the other standard commentaries, ad loc.
Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics IV, ch. 3 [translated by W.D. Ross].
Ibid., ch. 5.
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Thus, for Aristotle, extremism is always negative. Balance between selfrespect and self-renunciation and maintaining the proper proportions are
ideal. Aristotle’s well-proportioned middle path is, first and foremost, an
aesthetic “good taste”; but this is a rational sense of aesthetics, an ideal of
proportionality and harmony. Every emotion and behavior can be properly
harmonized and nicely proportioned; any deficiency or excess harms this
ideal. The resulting character sketch is of someone balanced and harmonious, with a clear mind and stable disposition that accord with the lucid,
rational ideal, who apprehends things as they are, without any deviation.
Rambam’s portrayal of the ideal hakham follows Aristotle’s model.
However, Rambam’s ideal is, above all, religious: the wise one who studies Torah, who has mastered the natural sciences and philosophic concepts,
and who directs his mental energy toward apprehension of the divine. His
temperamental balance is a prerequisite for lucidity, which in turn is crucial to the apprehension of divinity. The hakham is thus one whose soul is
balanced, whose passions are quieted, and who behaves patiently and
with equanimity. He is able to dispassionately and lucidly contemplate
reality. He knows his strengths—and will neither deny them nor take
pride in them. Such a person—and only such a person—can delve into
pure principles and apprehend God’s existence and perfect unity.
However, if this is indeed Rambam’s approach, why, when addressing
anger and pride, does he suddenly abandon it and place the model of the
ecstatic hasid, who happily belittles himself, alongside—or in lieu of—the
hakham? To shed some light on Rambam’s position and on his differentiation between the hakham and the hasid—a distinction that appears in
several places in Rambam’s writings—let us examine a statement from his
Hilkhot Melakhim pertaining to non-Jews who uphold the seven Noahide
commandments:
A heathen who accepts the seven commandments and observes them
scrupulously is a “righteous [hasid] heathen” and will have a portion in
the world to come, provided that he accepts them and performs them
because the Holy One, blessed be He, commanded them in the Law and
made known through Moses our Teacher that the observance thereof
had been enjoined upon the descendants of Noah even before the Law
was given. But if his observance thereof is based upon a reasoned conclusion he is not deemed a resident alien, or one of the pious of the Gentiles,
but one of their wise men.18
18
Hilkhot Melakhim 8:11 [Twersky, 221]. This text is based on manuscripts,
though printed editions have variants.
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In contrast to the hakham, whose actions are based on his understanding
and intelligence, the hasid’s behavior is governed by divine fiat. The difference between them is not in their actions; even when they behave identically, their motivations differ. Wisdom is rooted in the contemplation and
rational comprehension of the world, whereas saintliness originates in a
religious principle— standing in God’s presence. At first glance, these are
two completely different archetypes. A closer look, however, will show that
these two figures can sometimes coexist within a single individual.
Rambam’s complete person contemplates the world while simultaneously standing before God. He lives within society, mingles among the
people, yet directs his gaze toward the heavens. He must live on two
planes at the same time and be a citizen of two worlds. These two worlds
are not only different theaters of action, but different modes of perception, different planes of existence. On one hand, man must contemplate
the world around him patiently and lucidly, but on the other hand, he
must stand enraptured and ecstatic before God. These two planes imply
two different self-perceptions. When man views himself in relation to the
world, he must adopt the position of the Aristotelian hakham, seeing
himself as he is and recognizing his own worth. However, when he perceives himself standing before God, he is an insignificant nothing, seized
with feelings of rapture and self-effacement that leave no room for selfrespect. Thus Rambam describes the Simhat Beit ha-Sho’eva, the Temple
water-drawing ceremony that took place on Sukkot:
Rejoicing in the fulfillment of the commandment and in love for God
who has prescribed the commandment is a supreme act of divine worship.
One who refrains from participation in such rejoicing deserves to be punished, as it is said, “Because you did not serve the Lord your God with
joyfulness, and with gladness of heart” (Deut. 28:47). If one is arrogant
and stands on his own dignity, and thinks only of self-aggrandizement on
such occasions, he is both a sinner and a fool. It was this that Solomon
had in mind when he uttered the warning, “Glorify not yourself in the
presence of the King” (Prov. 25:6). Contrariwise, one who humbles and
makes light of himself on such occasions achieves greatness and honor,
for he serves the Lord out of sheer love. This is the sentiment expressed
by David, king of Israel, when he said, “And I will be yet more vile than
this, and will be base in mine own sight” (II Sam. 6:22). True greatness
and honor are achieved only by rejoicing before the Lord, as it is said,
“King David leaping and dancing before the Lord” (ibid, 16).19
19

Hilkhot Lulav 8:15 [Twersky, 110].
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Behavior that is normally proper and appropriate becomes nonsensical
when one is standing before God. Insisting on honor at such a time is
foolish. The sense of standing before God renders routine human behavior ridiculous and alters the standard by which things are judged.
Returning to the matter at hand, we are now in position to understand the contradiction of Rambam’s dual presentation of the anav-sage
and the shafel-saint in Hilkhot De’ot. It seems that Rambam’s description
is synchronic: one must simultaneously be both hakham and hasid, despite the contradictions between them. He must stride forward along the
middle path of wisdom, acting with anava, but with full knowledge of his
worth and without excessive meekness. But while he is a hakham vis-à-vis
human society, he must be a hasid with respect to God. If the middle path
of wisdom is the proper path on the rational plane, saintliness is the correct path on a different, deeper plane—the religious plane. The hakham
acts rationally, and his behavior is suited to the world order, but the
hasid’s behavior is based on religious ecstasy, and his behavior corresponds to the experience of standing before God. Whereas the mind of
the hakham is serene and practical, the hasid loses himself; he stands in
the King’s courtyard and thus forgets the world and all that inhabit it.
The contradiction in Hilkhot De’ot seems to be an example of the seventh type of contradiction listed by Rambam in his introduction to the Guide
for the Perplexed: “Some truths can only be explained my means of contradictory premises.”20 This type of contradiction, which can be termed a
“dialectic,” stems from the fact that the truth lies beyond the two premises individually, and only both of them together can describe or indicate
the whole truth.
This seems to be the way to understand Rambam’s writings on the
subject of anava: The truth about this disposition emerges from two
contradictory positions. Rambam teaches that we must walk the path of
the extreme meekness of the hasid who stands before God while still maintaining the awareness of the hakham. Without the hakham’s awareness—
and this is the crux of Rambam’s teaching—the hasid’s shiflut would
expand from the realm of God-consciousness to the social realm, thereby
becoming excessive and improper. Self-perception through the lens of
such extreme shiflut runs contrary to Rambam’s opinion, as it is nothing
but feelings of inferiority and powerlessness that can indeed inflict heavy
psychological damage. The true hasid continues to live with the hakham’s

20
[The Guide for the Perplexed, trans. Shlomo Pines (University of Chicago Press,
1963), vol. 1, 17-18.]
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social consciousness, but with the knowledge that his shiflut belongs to a
different realm entirely—the realm of God-consciousness.
But what of the hasid of the Commentary on the Mishna? Did he feel
himself inferior to the fellow passenger who relieved himself on him? The
hasid refers to the passenger as being more despicable, unrefined, and
inferior than himself, and yet his humiliation is a cause for rejoicing! “I
was overjoyed that I had reached the point where I would not be pained
by the contempt of that unrefined person, and my passions would not be
stirred up against him.” This clearly expresses the paradox of anava: the
hasid knows that he is an anav and yet is able to remain meek and humble
despite this knowledge, through dialectical awareness. Only thus can the
spirit’s positive balance be maintained.
As noted, the states of anava and shiflut do not contradict each other.
The hasid’s virtue can only be developed where the hakham’s is already
present, though the ultimate objective is to exist in both states simultaneously. He must be a hakham when he contemplates the world and a hasid
when he stands before God—where there is no place for anger or honor,
only shiflut.
Conclusion: Differences Between R. Bahya and Rambam
Rambam’s approach differs from R. Bahya’s in that it combines the
hakham with R. Bahya’s hasid. Another difference is that Rambam demands the behavior of a hasid only with regard to anger and anava, and
of a hakham with regard to all other dispositions, whereas R. Bahya inclines toward hasidut for all dispositions. In fact, R. Bahya teaches that
man must live with the hasid’s awareness of the cosmic truth exclusively,
in every facet of his life. According to R. Bahya, man’s point of origin,
from which all else proceeds, is the state of standing before God. The goal
of religious life is self-abnegation before the Infinite, absolute devotion to
God, and loving Him. One must dedicate his whole life and all his might
to this objective, and it is therefore forbidden to allow God’s greatness
and his own shiflut to slip his mind, even for a moment.
Paradoxically, however, it is precisely through this self-effacement
that one can acquire confidence and equanimity, assets that will serve him
in his dealings with the world. Nevertheless, these assets are a mere
byproduct. His goal is not successful participation in the world, but the
religious gesture of standing, meekly and submissively, before God. The
classic psychological ideals of self-confidence, creativity, and joy can be
attained by means of anava. This is not mental health in the conventional
sense because R. Bahya’s hasid is far from conventional normalcy. Yet, in
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its way, it actualizes a sort of mental fortitude and stability that surpasses
that of commonly accepted mental health.
Rambam’s approach is different. For him, the hasid lives on two
planes: On one he addresses the world order, espouses dispassionate contemplation of the truth, and behaves temperately with a balanced sense of
self-worth. On the other plane, he stands before his Creator, negates his
own existence, and completely envelops himself in religious rapture.
According to R. Bahya there is only one mode of perception, and it
governs all of man’s relations with himself and with others. Rambam believes that man must espouse a dualistic view: He must be a hakham visà-vis the world and a hasid before God. His social consciousness is
characterized by anava, but before God his behavior is governed by the
extreme meekness of shiflut.
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